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	SEO 2017 Learn Search Engine Optimization With Smart Internet Marketing Strateg: Learn SEO with smart internet marketing strategies, 9781539151142 (153915114X), CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2016

	Most of the search engine optimization advice on the Internet is wrong!


	If you've sifted through the torrents of search engine optimization advice online, you may have noticed two things:


	- Most published SEO advice is either outdated or just dead-wrong.

	- Google's constant updates have made many popular SEO optimization strategies useless.

	Why is this so? Google are constantly evolving, making it extremely difficult to know what works. Recent changes:


	1. March, 2017 - Google's mysterious FRED update is released, with a selection of overly commercialized websites being penalized and seeing significant drop offs in traffic.

	2. September, 2016 - Google announces Penguin 4.0, a big update to their link-spam algorithm, which is now a real-time addition to their core search algorithm.

	3. September, 2016 - Webmasters report a groundbreaking update to Google's local search results known as the Possum update, creating new challenges for local businesses.

	

	SEO 2017 is now updated covering the latest changes to Google's algorithm, and walks you through all major updates and how to use them to your advantage. This book also reveals industry secrets about staying ahead of Google's algorithm, and potential Google changes coming up in 2017. With this best-selling SEO book you can learn SEO from a fundamental level, achieve top rankings, and generate a wave of new customers to your site.
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Getting Started with Sensors: Measure the World with Electronics, Arduino, and Raspberry PiMaker Media, Inc, 2014

	To build electronic projects that can sense the physical world, you need to build circuits based around sensors: electronic components that react to physical phenomena by sending an electrical signal. Even with only basic electronic components, you can build useful and educational sensor projects.

	

	But if you incorporate...


		

A Radical Approach to Real Analysis: Second Edition (Mathematical Association of America Textbooks)The Mathematical Association of America, 2006

	In the second edition of this MAA classic, exploration continues to be an essential component. More than 60 new exercises have been added, and the chapters on Infinite Summations, Differentiability and Continuity, and Convergence of Infinite Series have been reorganized to make it easier to identify the key ideas. A Radical Approach to Real...


		

Design and Deploy web sites with Macromedia® Dreamweaver® MX 2004 and Contribute® 3 training from the sourceMacromedia Press, 2004
Tired of watching your elegantly constructed Web sites dissolve  into a jumble of disorganized pages, broken links, and badly written code as  they're updated and added to over time? Then get this guide and regain control  by learning to design and deploy Dreamweaver sites specifically for use with  Macromedia's hot, new...





	

JFK and the Unspeakable: Why He Died and Why It MattersOrbis Books, 2008
BRAND NEW HARDBACKWe can know the essential truth of President John F. Kennedy's assassination. That truth can set us free.

Thanks to the pioneer investigators into President Kennedy's murder, the truth-telling of many witnesses, and a recent flood of documents through the JFK Records Act, the truth is available. Not only can the...

		

Towards the Learning Grid (Frontiers in Artificial Lintelligence and Applications)IOS Press, 2005
This is a book about a paradigm shift in Informatics in general and in technologies enhancing human learning in particular. It is not unexpected that its content is controversial: the debate between the “evolutionaries” – those that wish to optimize and refine current approaches – and the “revolutionaries”...

		

Brain Tattoos: Creating Unique Brands That Stick in Your Customers' MindsAMACOM, 2004
Effective branding depends on the ability to leave a lasting (and positive) impression in the mind of the audience. This how-to book is packed with tools that help readers identify their brand's purpose, personality, promise, and point of difference.

A solid brand leaves a positive impression in the customer’s mind, but the...
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